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19-Oct 18-Oct Chg 19-Oct 16-Oct Chg

 INDICES  FOREX

  FBM SHARIAH 11,946.12      12,040.09   -0.78%   RM/USD 4.1575       4.1570       0.01%

  FBM KLCI 1,732.14        1,738.01     -0.34%  COMMODITIES

  FBM EMAS 11,970.52      12,031.24   -0.50%   CPO/tonne (RM) 2,224.00    2,239.00    -0.67%

  DJIA 25,444.34      25,379.45   0.26%   Oil/barrel (US$) 69.12          68.65          0.68%

  S&P 500 2,767.78        2,768.78     -0.04%   Gold/ounce (US$) 1,226.90    1,225.80    0.09%

  NASDAQ 7,449.03        7,485.14     -0.48%   Rubber SMR20/kg (sen) 545.50       542.50       0.55%
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Corporate News 

 
Vertice inks agreement to supply construction material for smart hotels 

Vertice has entered into an agreement to supply construction materials to smart hotel operators. The agreement was 
signed by its wholly-owned subsidiary Vertice Construction SB and Smuzhotel Management SB, which is wholly-owned 
by Smuzcity Bhd. It covers the supply of construction materials, hotel furnishing products and related services. The 
agreement has an initial term of one year effective today, and will automatically be renewed for additional one year.  
(Source: The Edge) 
 
Muda Holdings buys stationery distribution firm in S'pore for RM4.3m 

Muda Holdings is acquiring a stationery distribution company in Singapore for S$1.42m (RM4.26m) to strengthen its 
market position there. Its 70%-owned subsidiary Intrapac (Singapore) Pte Ltd acquired Wenfang Pte Ltd from Kang 
Yiang Li and Kuah Lian Lee. Wenfang is principally engaged in importing and distributing stationery and holds a number 
of agency products in Singapore under the name of Deli, Comix, Hopax, Kapamax and TiTi. The acquisition will provide 
an opportunity for the Muda Group to strengthen its leading position in the stationery market in Singapore and to also 
expand its market share with more agency products of Wenfang in addition to promoting better efficiency and cost 
advantages in its operations. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Datasonic, Fima advised to attempt mediation 
The Kuala Lumpur High Court has advised Datasonic Group and Fima Corp to attempt mediation with regards to a 
RM24.98m suit. The High Court Judge advised the parties to attempt mediation. To recap, Datasonic’s wholly owned 
subsidiary Datasonic Technologies SB (DTSB) had on Aug 1 received a writ of summons with a statement of claim dated 
July 30 filed by Fima’s wholly owned subsidiary Percetakan Keselamatan Nasional Sdn Bhd (PKN). The suit is in relation 
to a disagreement between DTSB and PKN on the pricing of the 1.5m Malaysian passport booklets supplied for the 
interim period of 6 months from Dec 1, 2016 till May 31, 2017, before the passport booklets were fully printed by DTSB. 
(Source: The Sun) 
 
Alam Maritim to issue three-year note to raise RM160m 
Alam Maritim has proposed to issue three tranches of three-year redeemable convertible notes to raise up to RM160m 
to replenish its fleet of vessel and working capital. It has entered into a conditional subscription agreement with 
Advance Opportunities Fund I (AOF I), Advance Credit Fund SPC (ACF) and Advance Capital Partners Asset Management 
Pte Ltd (ACPAM) for the issuances. AOF I and ACF are both Cayman Island-incorporated, while ACPAM was incorporated 
in Singapore. (Source: Bloomberg) 
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Hibiscus unit files writ of summons against Lime Petroleum 
Hibiscus Petroleum's wholly-owned subsidiary Gulf Hibiscus Ltd (GHL) has filed a writ of summons against Lime 
Petroleum Norway AS, which it said has caused the unit financial losses. The legal action follows GHL's filing of the 
complaint at the Oslo Conciliation Board, which is the municipal's lowest level of the legal system for civil cases, back in 
April 2016. The claim was for an estimated value of US$35m (RM136m) and above. (Source: The Edge) 
 
UUM wants to work with MyEG in conducting academic programmes 

MyEG. Services has received a letter of intent (LoI) from Universiti Utara Malaysia (UUM) to work together and deploy 
their respective expertise, knowledge and resources to conduct academic programmes. The contract award needs to 
be formalized within 12 months. Either the company or UUM may withdraw from further discussions on the 
collaboration and abort the LoI. Both parties are keen to conduct academic programmes in IT and project 
management, blockchain technology, augmented and virtual reality, artificial intelligence, Internet of Things, software 

development and IT operations. (Source: The Edge) 

 

 
Ideal United Bintang's major shareholders to inject property assets for RM353m  
Ideal United Bintang's (IUBI) substantial shareholders plan to inject their three private property companies into the 
group to bolster its current portfolio of development projects and enhance its profile as a property developer by 
participating in more projects which are profitable. It has today entered into a conditional sale and purchase agreement 
with Ooi and Phor for the proposed acquisition of Modular Platinum SB, Ideal Homes Properties SB and Premium Flame 
Development SB for RM353.09m. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Aturmaju to raise up to RM10m via rights issue to fund IT venture 
Aturmaju plans to raise up to RM10.1m via a renounceable rights issue to fund its diversification into the provision of IT 
solutions and services. The proposed diversification is part of the group’s plans to diversify its business activities and to 
provide another stream of revenue to reduce its dependence on its core existing business in the resource-based timber-
related business. The company has proposed to undertake a renounceable rights issue of up to 1bn irredeemable 
convertible preference shares (ICPS) on the basis of 15 ICPS for every one existing share held on an entitlement date to 
be determined later at an issue price of one sen per ICPS. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Doh Properties to return DBE Gurney shares as conditional offer closes 
Doh Properties SB, the biggest shareholder of DBE Gurney Resources, will be returning all DBE shares and warrants 
acquired under its conditional mandatory takeover offer, as the offeror did not acquire more than 50% of the voting 
shares of the company. As at 5pm today, the closing time for the offer, Doh Properties and parties acting in concert 
held about 38.34% of the voting shares of DBE, and thus did not fulfil the acceptance condition. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Diversified Gateway proposes share capital reduction 
Diversified Gateway Solutions (DGSB) is proposing a share capital reduction exercise to wipe out its accumulated losses. 
The proposed capital reduction will result in the reduction of the share capital from RM160.05m to RM60.05m, which 
will give rise to a credit of RM100m to be utilized to set off the accumulated losses of the group. The reduced issued 
share capital will also reflect more accurately the value of the underlying assets and the financial position of the 
company. (Source: The Edge) 
 
KiP REIT reports marginal NPI growth in 1Q 
KiP Real Estate Investment Trust (REIT) announced a marginal 3.3% yoy growth in net property income for its 1Q18 to 
RM9.94m, from RM9.62m previously, as rental fee and occupancy rates eked out modest improvements. The retail REIT 
said its gross revenue grew 2% to RM15.59m, from RM15.30m, attributable to the increase in occupancy rate which 
grew from 83% a year ago to 86.3% in the quarter under review. (Source: The Edge) 
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Xian Leng inks MoU to participate in People's Housing Programme in Kedah 
Xian Leng will participate in the construction of a 500-unit multi-storey flat at Ulu Melaka in Langkawi, Kedah under the 
1Malaysia People's Housing Programme. It had on Oct 8 entered into a MoU with TH Mestika SB for the proposed 
project. The purpose of the MoU is to set forth the general understanding of Xian Leng’s intention to participate in the 
construction of the project together with TH Mestika. TH Mestika is the sub-contractor of the project. Under the MoU, 
TH Mestika will be responsible for the planning and design of the project as well as provision of machineries and 
equipment for the construction works while Xian Leng will provide resources and services for the construction works. 
(Source: The Edge) 
 
Serba Dinamik to acquire stake in firm involved in Laos hydropower project 

Serba Dinamik plans to acquire a 49% stake in OHP Ventures Incorporated (OHP Ventures) for US$800,000 or 
approximately RM3.33m to expand its EPCC (engineering, procurement, construction and commissioning) business 
segment and capabilities. As a shareholder of OHP Ventures, Serba Dinamik may also reap benefits from an energy 
project OHP Ventures is jointly developing in Laos. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Globaltec scraps collaboration plan with Hong Kong's EPI Energy 
Globaltec Formation has aborted its plan to collaborate with Hong Kong's EPI Energy Holdings Ltd to participate in the 
exploration and production activities of Globaltec's Indonesian unit. It cited failure to reach a mutual agreement on the 
commercial terms as reason for the termination of the MoU. On Aug 30, Globaltec had announced that EPI Energy was 
interested in participating in its Indonesian coal bed methane exploration and production by acquiring a certain 
percentage in its Indonesian unit, Dart Energy (Indonesia) Holdings Pte Ltd. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Barakah Offshore obtains restraining order against future action 
Barakah Offshore and its unit PBJV Group SB have been granted a court order to restrain all proceedings and actions 
brought against them except with leave of Court. The order commenced on Oct 12 for a period of 90 days up to Jan 9, 
2019. The order was applied for as part of a proactive measure by Barakah to manage the debt levels of Barakah and its 
subsidiaries and the order allows the Barakah Group to negotiate terms with its lenders and creditors without having 
the threat of any proceedings and actions being brought against the company. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Nextgreen gets RM400m investment for GTP projects 
Nextgreen had today accepted a RM400m investment from Asia Capital Investment Fund (ACIF) to finance Nextgreen's 
Green Technology Park (GTP) projects in Malaysia. ACIF's RM400m investment comprises a subscription of 280m new 
cumulative redeemable preference shares (CRPS) in Nextgreen at RM1 each, and a RM120m loan. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Bank Negara grants conditional approval for Sapura Energy's proposed rights issue of RCPS-i 
BNM has granted a conditional approval on Sapura Energy’s issuance of new Islamic redeemable convertible preference 
shares (RCPS-i) to non-resident shareholders. The central bank's approval is subject to the condition that the group is 
required to convert the proceeds raised from the rights issue of RCPS-i in stages for part repayment of foreign currency 
borrowings. Bank Negara will revoke the approval if the proceeds of the proposed rights issue of RCPS-i are used for 
purposes other than part repayment of foreign currency borrowings. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Wegmans proposes one-for-four bonus warrants 

Wegmans has proposed to undertake a bonus issue of 125m free warrants on the basis of 1 warrant for every 4 existing 
shares. The exercise price of the warrants has been fixed at 30 sen per warrant. This represents a discount of 9.91% to 
the 5-day volume weighted average market price of its shares of 33.3 sen apiece as at Oct 15. The entitlement date will 
be determined later.  Assuming full exercise of the warrants at the price of 30 sen each, Wegmans could raise maximum 
gross proceeds of RM37.50 million. (Source: The Edge) 
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In bid to secure cheaper alumina, Press Metal buys 50% of Australia-based company for A$250 mil 
Press Metal is acquiring 50% of an Australian-based company for A$250m in a bid to secure cheaper alumina, as well as 
to strengthen its market position in Southeast Asia. The move to buy over half of Japan Alumina Associates (Australia) 
Pty Ltd (JAA) for A$250m (RM738.975m) cash would be effected via its 80%-owned subsidiary Press Metal Bintulu SB 
(PMBintulu). JAA holds 10% participation interest in the Worsley Alumina Unincorporated Joint Venture which owns 
and operates the Worsley Alumina Project — described by Press Metal as “one of the world’s largest, longest life and 
lowest cost alumina producers. (Source: The Edge) 
 
LRT3 project proceeds at almost half the original cost – at RM16.6b 
MRCB George Kent SB stated the government has agreed to continue with the LRT3 project at a cost of RM16.6bn – 
almost half or 47% of the earlier cost of RM31.45bn in July. This includes land acquisition costs, interests during 
construction and other costs. The implementation concept of the project will be remodelled from a project delivery 
partner (PDP) regime to a fixed price contract regime. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Top Glove expects Aspion to meet its net profit projection in next 4 to 7 years 
Top Glove Corp Bhd expects its wholly-owned susbsidiary Aspion SB to meet its net profit projection of RM80m within 
the next 4 to 7 years. The net profit of Aspion SB for FY18 is estimated in a range of RM20m to RM30m, which is much 
lesser than expected from RM80m. With the help of technology and the experience the group has in turning around the 
loss-making factories in the past, he is confident to put Aspion SB on track to meet the group's expectations by 
delivering the net profit projection of RM80m in coming years. (Source: The Edge) 
 
Gas Malaysia-Tokyo Gas JV commissions gas engine plant 
Gas Malaysia has successful commissioning of its second gas engine co-generation plant operated with its JV partner 
Tokyo Gas Engineering Solutions Corp. The joint venture company, Gas Malaysia Energy Advance SB (GMEA), is owned 
66% by Gas Malaysia and 34% by Tokyo Gas. The plant has officially started supplying electricity and hot water to a 
manufacturing plant belonging to air conditioner company Panasonic Appliances Air-Conditioning Malaysia SB. (Source: 
The Edge) 

 
DNeX bags RM12m job to repair submarine cables 
DNeX’s unit has won 2 contracts worth an aggregate sum of US$2.78m or RM11.55m to repair submarine cables laid in 
the Philippines and Indonesian water. DNeX Telco Services SB accepted the award today from Indonesian submarine 
cable system services provider Pt Bina Nusantara Perkasa (BNP), to carry out the works for cable ship KDDI Pacific Link. 
The project, effective today, will be valid for a principal of 29 days, with an option for extension of up to 35 days. 
(Source: The Edge) 

 
WCT and Aeon Co agree to settle rental dispute out of court 

WCT’s indirect wholly-owned subsidiary Gemilang Waras SB and AEON Co have agreed to an amicable out-of-court 
settlement in relation to their court battle over the lease renewal of AEON Mall Bukit Tinggi. The 2 parties have 
executed a supplemental lease agreement to further renew the lease period for another 6 years commencing Nov 24, 
2017. This is subject to options to renew for a further 2 terms, comprising 6 years and 3 years respectively. (Source: The 
Edge) 

 
Maxis 3Q net profit at RM513m on data growth, cost optimization 

Maxis reported net profit for the 3Q18 stood at RM513m, on the back of surging data growth and positive results from 
cost optimisation. It saw a net profit of RM564m in the same quarter a year ago. The group's revenue for the quarter 
was RM2.26bn versus RM2.3bn a year earlier. EPS slipped to 6.6 sen from 7.2 sen previously. Maxis declared a third 
interim dividend of 5 sen per share to be paid on Dec 27. (Source: The Edge) 
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Gabungan AQRS 3Q net profit surges, says to benefit from transparent tendering process 
Gabungan AQRS has posted an 80.7% spike in net profit to RM17.05m in the 3Q from RM9.43m a year ago in tandem 
with higher revenue as its projects moved to more advanced stages of construction. EPS rose to 3.64 sen from 2.32 sen 
in 3QFY17, while revenue nearly doubled to RM159.27m from RM80.45m, mainly from work progress for the SUKE 
Highway and Pusat Pentadbiran Sultan Ahmad Shah (PPSAS) projects. (Source: The Edge) 
 
PUC cancels JV with GreenTech to bid for RE projects 
PUC has scrapped a JV with GreenTech Malaysia Alliances SB (GTMA) to jointly bid for renewable energy (RE) projects in 
government or government-linked corporations, in particular solar, biogas and biomass ventures. The decision was 
made to terminate the partnership after taking into account there was no business undertaken or scheduled or 
anticipated to be undertaken by the JV company Greentech Malaysia Founder SB (GTMF). (Source: The Edge) 
 
Country Heights unit eyes entry into auto-related businesses 
A wholly-owned sub-subsidiary of Country Heights, is partnering a company that conducts automotive-related 
programmes, to develop an auto lifestyle centre, as well as conduct other auto industry-related businesses. This is in 
line with the group's business strategy and it is expected to contribute positively towards the growth of the group. 
MIEC has entered into a MoU with AsiaAuto Venture SB (AAV) to form a new company (NewCo) in which MIEC and AAV 
will each have an equity stake. (Source: The Edge) 
 
JAKS looks to renewable energy as new revenue source 
JAKS Resources is looking to renewable energy as a new source of revenue for the group, which currently has 
businesses in power generation, construction and property development. The group would be looking at projects 
focused on solar and hydro power, particularly in Vietnam, Indonesia and Malaysia. Renewable energy is something 
new for the group, but the [energy] market is moving towards that direction as a lot of countries have allocated roughly 
25% of their energy generation to be sourced from renewables, so in today's market you have to adapt to changes in 
country policies. (Source: The Edge) 

 
Bioalpha seeks to boost exports of traditional medicine to China 

Bioalpha aims to increase its export sales to China by partnering with Jinrui Fortune Holding Group.  Its subsidiary 
Bioalpha International SB yesterday inked a MoU with Jinrui to explore areas of collaboration. Jinrui is a China-based 
conglomerate involved in traditional Chinese medicine. It operates several medical halls across China, with a target to 
open 1000 halls by 2025. The plan is for Jinrui to import health supplement products from Bioalpha to be sold at their 
medical halls. (Source: The Edge) 
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